
Pedigree Processing Overview



What is a Pedigree?
 The Prescription Drug Marketing Act of 1987

(PDMA) was signed into law by the President April
12, 1988.

 The PDMA was enacted to ensure that drug
products purchased by consumers are safe and
effective

 To avoid the unacceptable risk to American
consumers from counterfeit, adulterated,
misbranded, subpotent, or expired drugs.

 The legislation was necessary to increase
safeguards in the drug distribution system to
prevent the introduction and retail sale of
substandard, ineffective, or counterfeit drugs.



States Requiring Pedigrees



Pedigree MDS Overview
 The MDS Pedigree System is a hybrid that will allow

adoption of the Electronic pedigrees as the Industry creates
a standard.

 Currently it allows both scanning and manual input of
pedigree and authentification information.

 From the point of receipt into the warehouse to the point of
shipment each item is tracked thru the warehouse and is
associated with an internal pedigree code.

 This code is then provided with each shipment and can
provide a generic Pedigree form electronically or on paper.
Alternately the Pedigree can be made available via a
distributor’s website.



Maintenance for Pedigrees
 Product maintenance must be a lot item,

serial number is optional
 Drug type maintenance sets Pedigree flag
 Vendor maintenance able to sell drugs and

set up to track Pedigree
 Customer maintenance must be set up to

purchase drugs



Pedigree Processing
 Receiving
o Purchase Order and Non Po Receipts
o Manually Update Additional Inbound

Information
o Scan in Backup Documents

 Shipping
o Outbound Updated with Shipping Info
o Print / Email / Fax a Pedigree



Purchase Order Receiving
 At this point the MDS system creates a pedigree

(sequential number) with information about the
product and qty with lot details, whom it was
purchased from, how much and any serial
numbers or expiration dates.

 You can then manually update any additional
information into the MDS system and scan
backup documents such as the paper pedigree
you have received – if an electronic format
becomes available you would use the same
process to import the electronic pedigree.



Pedigree Menu



Pedigree Update
 You can search by a number of criteria to

find the pedigree the system created



Pedigree Update



Pedigree Update



Pedigree Update



Pedigree Update



Pedigree Inbound Update
 The inbound page allows you to update

the inbound shipping information
 Note: many pedigrees have multiple

inbound vendors in the supply chain and
MDS allows entry of all of them.

 To save time on entry you can search thru
existing vendors and mfg’s in your vendor
master table to add to the pedigree



Pedigree Inbound Update



Pedigree Outbound Update
 The outbound page will show who you

have shipped the pedigree to
 This information will be filled in

automatically by shipping but can also be
entered manually

 To save time on entry you can enter a
release number and all of the data will be
filled in



Pedigree Outbound Update



Pedigree Print Form
 Pedigrees can be set up to print

automatically with the invoice
 They can be printed from the pedigree

menu
 They can be printed from the invoice

inquiry print
 They can be viewed and printed from the

Remotenet website



Print Pedigree Form



Print Pedigree Form



Invoice Reprint Inquiry



Invoice Reprint Inquiry



Pedigree Print



Inventory Transaction by Product



Inventory Transaction by Product



Inventory Transaction by Product



Serial Transaction Inquiry



Remote Net / Detail Release Inquiry



Remote Net / Detail Release Inquiry



Remote Net / Detail Release Inquiry



Pedigree Benefits
 Hybrid meeting Government Requirements
 Ability to scan in backup documents
 Tracked from receipt to shipment
 Print / Fax / Email of documents
 Extensive Inquiry Capability


